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The measuring system should have a minimum down time of 10 seconds as well as a minimum down time of 2 seconds for handling each command. The following parameters are user-selectable for this standard: - parallel/parallel: parallel or serial operation - DMA off: the DMA engine is turned off (it can be turned on later) - save counter: count the number of write and read commands, create a report with that information - packet sniffer off: cancel the first
packet sniffer process (without stopping it first) - packet sniffer on: start the first packet sniffer process, add the sniffer (by default to the first available USB port) - network device off: cancel the network device process (without stopping it first) - network device on: start the network device process, add the network device (by default to the first available USB port) - operating system back up: automatically stop the computer after the backed up data has been
saved and enables the computer to startup without any errors See also Network analyzer References External links Category:Hardware circuits Category:Network architectureAdobe and Microsoft ended a decades-long patent row yesterday, jointly announcing the end of their licensing row and signifying the end of an era in which software companies used patent row suits to extract licensing fees from competitors. But it looks like the battle between the two
makers of software for creating graphics and animation on the PC is far from over. Yesterday Adobe and Microsoft released a joint statement acknowledging they will "continue to work together to prevent the continued misuse of their patents," and refused to rule out future lawsuits. The two tech companies stopped licensing each other's patents after a two-year-old settlement expired on June 30, 2000, but the acrimony simmers on. Microsoft feels that
Adobe's Flash and Acrobat software and graphics suite are a far bigger threat to its PC dominance than Flash-using web sites. Adobe says, if necessary, it can use its trademarks to protect its growing, growing business in video games, video editing, and advertising. Both companies have had many legal battles and accusations over the years. Adobe sued Microsoft in the 1990s, accusing Microsoft of infringing its "Shockwave" technology, which allows people
to play pre-recorded movies and games on the web and on home computers. Microsoft sued Adobe in 1994. Adobe's Macromedia, which became Adobe after a public buy
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